The framework below right was inspired by four of my hero’s, Ken Robinson, Joseph Campbell, Steven Farber, and Daniel Pink. It is a visual representation
of Sparkenation 6 in my Changing What’s Normal book, Discovering your life’s work, which is a key to getting the best out of yourself and being a Maestro
of gift/talent discovery and enhancement. You can download my book with my compliments via www.ianberry.biz
In sparkenation 6 there is key detail that will help you to better answer the statements on page 2. of this document.
In an excellent book ‘The
Element - how finding your
passion changes everything’,
Ken Robinson says about the
element “the place where
the things we love to do and
the things we are good at
come together.”
“Follow your
bliss”
Joseph Campbell
‘Hero of a
thousand faces’

“Do what you love,
in the service of people
who love what you do.”
Steven Farber
‘The Radical Leap’
“Autonomy:
the urge to direct our own lives
Mastery:
the desire to get better and better at
something that matters
Purpose:
the yearning to do what we do in the
service of something larger than
ourselves”

How do I
Serve others?
Help people achieve what is
important to them?
Solve people’s problems?
Offer solutions to people’s challenges?

Can do

What do I know?
What are my key skills?
What is my real expertise?
How do I practice what I know?

People who
love what I do

Life’s work

Will do

Love to do

What is my attitude to living?
What am I really committed to?
How can I be more disciplined
in taking action?
How I am really different from
others who do what I do?

My purpose in life is?
I am passionate about?
Joy is?
My art is?

Daniel Pink
Author of Drive - the surprising truth
about what motivates us
ian@ianberry.biz
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Discovering Your Life’s Work by Ian Berry - diagnostic tool.
Re-read Sparkenation 6 in my Changing What’s Normal book, complete the exercise below, and contact me to discuss.

Section 1: Can Do
I
I
I
I

am using the most important things I know in my work
get to use my key skills daily
can express my expertise freely and openly
know my limitations and what I still need to learn to be remarkable

Section 2: Will Do
I
I
I
I

maintain a great attitude to my life and work
work weekly for at least one cause that is greater than myself
am disciplined in turning feelings and thoughts into action
can articulate how what I do differentiates me from others

Section 3: Love to do
I am very clear on what my purpose in life is
People who know me know what I passionate about
I can articulate what makes me joyful in a few sentences
I can express my art (what comes naturally) in many different ways
Section 4: People who love what I do
I
I
I
I

see serving others as the easiest way to meet my own needs
help other people achieve what is important to them
know precisely how I help people solve their problems
offer a myriad of solutions that can help others overcome their challenges
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